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### Title: ZENAIDA P. MAAMO and JULIET O. SILOR, Petitioners, vs. PEOPLE OF THE
PHILIPPINES, Respondents

—

#### Facts:
Zenaida P. Maamo, former Mayor of the Municipality of Lilo-an, Southern Leyte, and Juliet
O.  Silor,  then  Assistant  Municipal  Treasurer,  were  charged  with  nine  counts  of
“Malversation thru Falsification of Public/Official Document” under Article 217 in relation to
Article 171 of the Revised Penal Code. The charges stemmed from allegations that they
falsified Time Books and Payrolls to make it  appear as though fictitious laborers were
working on municipal projects, thereby allowing them to misappropriate funds.

1. **Initial Complaint and Counter-Affidavits:**
– A Letter-Complaint dated April 10, 2001, was filed against Maamo and Silor by the Office
of the Ombudsman (OMB).
– Maamo and Silor both denied the charges through Counter-Affidavits submitted in July
2001.

2. **OMB Findings and Information Filing:**
– On September 26,  2001,  the OMB found probable cause against  the petitioners and
recommended the filing of nine informations with the Sandiganbayan.
– The project involved six payrolls for a Municipal Tree Park and other municipal works
where laborers were supposedly paid between July 1997 and March 1998.

3. **Procedural Posture:**
–  Petitioners  filed  various  motions,  including  for  reconsideration  and  deferring  of
arraignment,  which  were  eventually  denied.
–  The Sandiganbayan found the petitioners guilty in four cases (27117,  27118,  27119,
27124) and acquitted them in five others (27120, 27121, 27122, 27123, 27125).

—

#### Issues:
1. **Falsification and Malversation:**
– Whether the falsification of Time Books and Payrolls by feigning signatures of non-existent
laborers constituted malversation.
– Proof beyond reasonable doubt of the misappropriation of the municipal funds.
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2. **Existence of Municipal Projects:**
– Whether the Municipal Tree Park and other projects claimed in the payrolls actually
existed.

3. **Due Process Violations:**
– Whether the petitioners’ due process rights were violated during the investigation and
trial processes.

—

#### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court reversed the Sandiganbayan’s conviction for the following reasons:

1. **Insufficient Evidence:**
– The Court held that the evidence provided by the prosecution was insufficient to prove
malversation through falsification beyond reasonable doubt. The unsigned names in the
payroll and the existence of the projects disputed were not conclusively substantiated.

2. **Absence of Demand:**
– No proof of demand for allegedly malversed funds was presented, which is necessary to
apply the presumption of misappropriation as set out in Article 217 of the Revised Penal
Code.

3. **Existence of Projects:**
– Testimonies and evidence presented created reasonable doubt about the claimed non-
existence of  the Municipal  Tree Park and other projects (i.e.,  the alleged road project
existing but mischaracterized).

4. **Acquittal Principle:**
– The constitutional principle that presumes defendants innocent until proven guilty beyond
reasonable  doubt  was  not  met—the weaknesses  in  the  prosecution’s  case  necessitated
acquittal.

—

#### Doctrine:
1. **Proof Beyond Reasonable Doubt:**
– Criminal conviction requires proof beyond reasonable doubt, and when there is reasonable
doubt, the court must acquit.
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2. **Presumption of Innocence:**
– Accusation does not equate to guilt. The constitutional presumption of innocence must be
overturned by substantive evidence from the prosecution.

—

#### Class Notes:
**Key Elements and Concepts:**

1. **Malversation through Falsification (Article 217 in relation to Article 171 of the Revised
Penal Code):**
– Public Officer
– Custody or Control of Funds
– Public Funds or Property
– Misappropriation, Taking, or Consent to Misappropriation

2. **Principle of “Delito Continuado”:**
– When crimes are committed in a series of acts unified by a single intention and penal
provision.

3. **Burden of Proof and Presumption of Innocence:**
– Hinges on the essential principle that the prosecution bears the full burden to prove each
element of the crime beyond reasonable doubt.

—

#### Historical Background:
The  case  arose  from  long-standing  issues  of  corruption  and  governance  within  local
government units in the Philippines. The involvement of public officials in misappropriation
of public funds highlights the historical context of the cases concerning local administrative
malfeasance and anti-corruption measures. Initiatives to restore trust and integrity in the
public  office  continue  to  be  a  priority  within  the  administrative  law landscape  in  the
country.


